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ABSTRACT

Maintaining the service life of PWR steam generators under highly reliable
conditions requires a complex design to prevent various damaging processes,
including those related to flow induced vibration. Predictive analyses have
to rely on numerical tools to compute the vibratory response of multi-sup-
ported tubes in association with experimental data and semi-empirical rela-
tionships for quantifying flou-induced excitation mechanisms and tube dama-
ging processes. In the presence of loose supports tube dynamics becomes
highly nonlinear in nature. To deal with such problems CEA and FRAMATOME
developed a computer program called GERBOISE. This paper provides a short
description of an experimental program currently in progress at CEN Saclay
to validate the numerical methods implemented in GERBOISE.

According to the results obtained so far reasonable agreement is obtained
between experiment and numerical simulation, especially as averaged quanti-
ties are concerned.

1. INTRODOCTION

The steam generators (SG) of pressurized water reactors (PWR) are a sensi-
tive link in the production process of electrical power. This component is
also concerned with severe s'afety requirements because the SG tube bundle
represents most of the secondary containment barrier. To reduce investment
costs high power density is needed. As a consequence, component size is
minimized by using a closely packed bundle made of several thousand very
flexible tubes which have to be supported at many locations. Tube wall
thickness is small (about 1 mm) and flow velocities are large. Therefore,
maintaining the service life of SGs over more than 30 years under highly
reliable conditions requires a complex design to prevent various damaging
processes, including those related to flow-induced vibration (FIV). Up to
now, very few tube failures caused by FIV phenomena were reported on the
french PWR units. Nevertheless, worldwide experience on heat exchangers of
various types clearly demonstrated that FIV can easily become a very serious
problem, if not addressed with sufficient care at the design stage, see, in
particular, ref. [1,2,3]. N. •.-.-'
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The sequence of steps leading Co the assessment of a steam generator design
wi.th respect to vibration problems is summarized in Fig. 1. Use is made of
numerical methods to compute the vibratory response of multisupported tubes,
in association with experimental data for quantifying FIV mechanisms and
tube damaging processes. Depending on the nature of the supports, computa-
tion can be carried out by using a linear approach or not. Indeed tube
motion becomes highly nonlinear in nature as soon as some supports are not
tight enough to prevent any sliding or impacting of the tube on the support.
This is of great importance in PWR steam generators, as small clearances are
provided between tube and intermediate support plate and tube and antlvibra-
tion bar.

Recently CEA and FRAMATOME developed a computer code, called GERBOISE, based
on the logical sequence displayed in Fig. 1. Numerical methods implemented
in this code are detailed in [4,5]. For sake of clarity a few basic items
will be repeated and further discussed in Section 2 of the present paper.
Section 3 provides a brief overview of an experimental program currently in
progress at CEA Saclay which is aimed to validate and to improve the metho-
dology developed in GERBOISE. The experiments to be presented here are
concerned with the nonlinear dynamics of the tube in the presence of Impact
sliding at the support. Particular attention is paid to the local quanti-
ties which control the wear rate. Part of the tests were performed by using
a shaker to excite the experimented tube. Other tests were carried out on a
flexible tube inserted inside a rigid tube bundle subjected to air cross
flow. Results of such tests are found to compare reasonably well with the
simulations performed with GERBOISE. However, it has to be recognized that
accuracy achieved on measurements of wear work rate remains rather poor in
particular because of obvious experimental difficulties in measuring tiny
sliding distances during impulsive impacts.

2. METHODS FOR COMPDTIUG SONLINEAR TUBE DTNAHICS

The nonlinear analysis of tube dynamics basically requires the following
steps:
- a nonlinear contact model to describe impacting and sliding of the tube on

loose supports,
- a time stepping algorithm to calculate the time histories of displacement

and contact forces,
- a statistical processing of the time histories to produce suitable avera-

ged quantities conveniently describing the steady state of the tube vibra-
tion.

This section briefly describes the methods implemented in GERBOISE to solve
there key aspects of the problem.

2.1 - Tube-support contact forces

Impacting is modeled by introducing an equivalent spring acting in the
direction of the tube normal displacement as soon as the tube support clear-
ance tends to become negative. This produces a contact force,

Fc = - Kc <|X(t)|-g) (1)

when lX(t)|-g > 0 and 0 otherwise.

Experiment Computation
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Here t s t e norma component o tu e mo on. e gap parame er g
describes the tube to tube-support distance in the static configuration,
ta.ken as a reference. A negative gap can be used to model a static load
compressing the tube against the support. Kc is physically related to the
equivalent stiffness of the bodies in contact. This stiffness can be ob-
tained by making a local 3D static computation. However, provided that the
support is stiff enough, Kc can be associated with the local ovalization of
the tube,

K0 = 1.9 ±£--y^ (2)

where E Is the Young modulus, D Is the tube diameter and e the tube thick-
ness.

The equivalent spring model can be refined in various ways, in particular,
to include dissipation. This can be achieved either by using a coefficient
of restitution or an equivalent viscous damping. Coulomb friction associa-
ted with sliding motion was recently Implemented In the model [5] in terms
of an adherence stiffness formulation including a viscous term to damp out
the residual oscillation in the sliding direction during adherence. Fric-
tion force Is then calculated as

Ff(t) = - Kf [dt(t> - do] - Cf Vt(t) (3)

Ff(c) = - u F N ( O (4)

Equation (3) Is used during adherence and equation (4) during sliding. Kf
and Cf are the constant of adherence stiffness and damping, dt and do are
the actual and "zero velocity" values of tangential displacement F^Ct) is
the normal contact force and u. is the dry friction coefficient. Satisfac-
tory numerical resul ts were obtained by adopting the following typical
values:

Kf/K- - JO

where M is the tube equivalent mass or the generalised mass of the first
Bode of vibration.

2.2 - Nonlinear tube dynamics

Tube dynamics In the presence of impact sliding is a strongly nonlinear
problem. However it is sufficient to describe tube motion using beam equa-
tions, while assuming nonlinêarlties are strictly localized at the supports.

Dynamic equations of tube motion, steming from classical beam theory are
formulated as

[M] W + [C] W + [K] W = Fc + FpL + Fe (6)

where [M], [C] and [K] are the linear operators of mass, damping and stiff-
ness. W and its derivative are vectors describing bidimensional beam
notion. Fc is a vector representing nonlinear localized contact forces.
F P L Is the vector of localized normal preload and Fg is an externally dis-
tributed forcing function.
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Vhen nonlinearities are localized, as is the case here, it becomes quite
simple, from the numerical point of view, to project equation (6) on a trun-
cated modal basis, such that the tube is assumed to be free at loose sup-
ports. The modal basis may be safely restricted to node with generalized
stiffnesses lower than or of the order of the contact stiffness. 2D compu-
tation of a typical SG multisupported U tube requires no more than about 60
modes. Furthermore, quite enlightening parametric studies can often be
carried out on simplified tube configuration necessitating no more than 10
modes, as shown in particular in [4].

Flexural modes are computed starting with either the Bernouilli-Euler (B.E.)
or the Tiiaoshenko beam theory. However, it can be verified that the B.E.
model provides sufficient accuracy in most SG tube analyses, at least when
remaining in the framework of impact models such as the equivalent stiffness
model used here. This point is further illustrated by the following calcu-
lation, performed on a straight tube, pinned at both ends. Tube length is
L = 1.1 p, diameter D = 22 mm, thickness e = 1.27 mm, Young modulus
E = 2.101J- Pa and equivalent mass me = 1.1 kg/m. Based on equation (2),
impact stiffness is Kc = 6.7 106 N/m. No significant variation of the
computed time histories are to be expected at shorter time scales than the
duration tc of an isolated impact. As a reasonable order of magnitude tc is
given by,

V = i [ ̂ L. Y = 10~3 s (7)
C L 2 K c J

Equation (7) arises when considering the impacting system as an equivalent
oscillator with mass meL/2 and stiffness Kc.

According to the B.E. theory the transverse displacement ¥ of the tube is
due to flexion only. Reduced modal parameters may be written as,

f 2 H
' n \ & / - s i n —T— > " Q - l, - j — ; > —— — i n i ) * > > " ' \ ° /

A A n i g l j 2

Here use is made of the scaling factors,

R
f

D/2/2" and CQ = [E/p]* (9)

to determine the reduced quantities

X = x/Rf ; A = L/Rf ; Q n = ̂ J. (10)
o

I is the flexural inertia and S the area of the tube cross section, p is the
tube equivalent density, finally Un is the natural circular frequency. In
the present case, the first natural frequency is fj = 45 Hz, the associated
nodal stiffness is Kj = 8.9 10 N/m. The modal basis needed to carry out
nonlinear computation can be limited from n = 1 to n = 9 (fq = 3673 Hz,
K9 = 7 10

6 NnT1).

According to the Timoshenko theory the transverse displacement of the tube
includes a flexural yr and a shear ^ s components. The modal shapes can be
written as, .,
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n ( X ) + fnW = s i n

s f
(X)H / II V

( U )s
r n = I Pn(X)H / II

The model predicts the existence of two dist inct modes at each wavelength.
Reduced modal parameters can be calculated according to the following formu-
l a s .

an= p + (1+p) ( HÎ )
2 ; bn= [a£ - 4p ( £5 ) 4 ^n p H/ v A ; n L n r \. L J J

is the reduced shear coefficient, given by

p = ^ ^ _ v = 0 . 1 7 4 (13)

where v is the Poisson coefficient and < the shear strain factor of the tube
cross-section. Here we adopted v = 0.29 and < = 0.45.

Numerical application of the above formulae results in,

f" = 45 Hz, r" = 0 ; f" = 3 344 Hz , r~ = 0.02

f+ = 43 120 Hz, r+ = - 1 ; f+ = 47 818 H2 , r+ = -2.45

Hence, in the frequency range of interest, bounded by tc , the lower branch
(-) is not significantly different from the B.E. model, whereas the upper
branch (+) can be safely omitted. Such a result clearly backs-up the basic
assumption made in modelling the tube as an equivalent beam and not as a
cylindrical shell. Use of Kc, as given by equation (2), allows to take into
account the effect of deformation in the shell modes, as a static correction
acting at tht impact location.

2.3 - Averaged dynamical quantities

Even in the case of a simple excitation like an harmonic force, highly non-
linear systems such as a loosely supported tube can have a large variety of
dynamical behaviours, including periodic and chaotic vibration [4,6].
Actually the detailed motion turns out to be extreaely sensitive to tiny
changes in the initial conditions or in the system parameters including
those involved in the numerical computation process. As a consequence, to
produce results which are relevant from the engineering point of view, it is
first necessary to process the computed time histories according to suitable
averaging methods.

In GERBOISE use is made of the following quantities,

T
Tube a v e r a g e d p o s i t i o n " X = A / X ( t ) d t (14)

T o

(a) Z-Y tube trajectory at AVB location

i • • • ' i
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m

RMS tube displacement ^ = I j X2(t)dt (15)
T 6

averaged value of the impact forces,

where F ̂c is the normal component of the contact force.
Finally the averaged wear work rate is defined as,

where Vs is the sliding velocity.
T denotes the duration of the computed time history.

When applied to an elastic impact of duration T = T C of a single degree of
freedom system, equation (16) reduces to the change of momentum before and
after the impact time xc. This quantity is insensitive to K c # &s shown in
ref. (7) and also in Section 3 of the present paper, Fc is largely insensi-
tive to the impact parameter Kc and g, even in the case of a multiple degree
of freedom system.

W I S is a very important parameter from the engineering point of view as it
controls the wear rate through the semi-empirical Archad's equation

V(t) = k W I S ( 1 8 )

where V(t) is the worn volume after time T and V is the related wear rate ;
k is a specific wear coefficient which in principle does not depend upon the
tube motion. Reasonable estimates of Wj5 can be also obtained by using the
simplified formula

"IS " a h °c ?c (19)

CTC is the rms displacement of the tube, at impact location, fR is the domi-
nant frequency of tube displacement, which can be obtained by performing a
spectral analysis of the displacement signal,
a is a shape factor depending on geometrical considerations of the tube
motion. In an orbital trajectory as the one shown in Fig. 7 typical values
of a are between 3 and 7.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The methodology described above was already applied, to analyse steam gene-
rators in french PWR units having functioned at nominal conditions for about
10 years. Comparison of the simulation results with field data, in particu-
lar measurements of tube wall thickness using eddy current probes, strongly
supported the relevance of the approach. Nevertheless laboratory experi-
ments are clearly necessary to validate and to improve the numerical models
used in the nonlinear simulations. It is also of major relevance to inves-
tigate how closely measured values of wear work rate can be compared with
the computed ones. This is by no means a trivial experimental problem as
impacts usually occur as short lived impulsive forces.



This section presents a brief description of the experinental work currently
in progress at Saclay to perform such studies.

3.1 - Measurement techniques

Impact forces are measured by using a force transducer assembly which simu-
lates the actual support configuration. Such devices are designed and
calibrated according to the same basic principles as described by Ko and
coworkers [8,9], The assembly shown in Fig. 2(a) is suited to measure tube
impacting in a drilled support. It uses four unidirectional piezoelectric
load cells Kistler 9301A maintaining rigidly an annular support. The cells
located at 90° to each other are mounted with a static preload to measure
tensile as well as compressive reaction forces. Calibration tests are
carried out to determine the performances of the whole assembly, in parti-
cular the relative importance of inertial response of the sensors, the time
scale t c of individual impacts and the amount of mechanical dissipation.
Such tests are performed by letting a steel ball impact on the assembly.
The ball is mounted as a part of a simple pendulum which can be released at
zero velocity from a known angle ©0. Depending on the specific geometry of
the assembly the tube support is directly hit by the ball or the impact load
Is transmitted to the support by a rod, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Force
signals are f i r s t processed in a Gould tligh Frequency Recording System
allowing the signal to be digitised at a sampling frequency up to 300 kHz.
Then a microcomputer HP 9816 or HP 1000 can be used to perform the final
data reduction including plot drawings. The time histories of an individual
impact displayed in Fig. 2(c) refer to the following parameters:

steel ball , mass M̂  = 0.028 kg, diameter Dj, = 19 mm,
length of pendulum, A = 0.384 m, angle of release 0Q = 22.5".

In the case of a purely elastic impact the momentum of the ball is expected
to change by,

P = 2 Mb V0 = 4.3 10"2 Ns

Plots of Fig. 2(c) are characterized by an initial large bump due to the
impact load, followed by a damped oscillation at about 10 kHz which repre-
sents the inertial response of the assembly. Here this unwanted vibration
is conveniently small in terms of relative amplitude. Duration of the
impact xc is found to be about 120 us, resulting in a cut off frequency
1/2T C = 4 kHz and an equivalent impact stiffness Kc = 2 10^ N/m. Kc is a
consequence of the deformatiô'n of the ball support system during the impact.
Indeed it Is much less than the load cell rigidity (4 108 N/m). The impact
force can be conveniently scaled according to,

Fc = P/tc = 460 N

Dissipation can be characterized by the coefficient,

-** Y = Fc/P

where ¥ c is known from the actual force signal Fc(t) according to,

Fc = J- J Fc(t)dt = 1 J Fc(t)dt (T > tc)
c ° -• •'-•



Typical values of y for direct impacting on a load cell are between 0.9 to
nearly 1. Impact tests on a force transducer assembly generally produce
significantly smaller y values, between 0.7 to 0.9. However part of the
observed dissipation can take place in the rod which is used to transfer the

^. impact load to the assembly.

Finally, it was also observed that impact duration is a steadily decreasing
function of impact velocity V0. As recently pointed out by Fisher and
Ingham [9], such a behaviour can be interpreted in the framework of the
Hertzian contact theory, according to which tc varies as V0"

0 . Such a
nonlinear effect can be neglected provided that equation (16) is used to
produce averaged impact force values instead of peak values, as shown in
Fig. 2(d).

Lateral tube displacement is measured in two orthogonal directions by using
non contacting inductive sensors Kaman 23102S, located as near as possible
(a few cm away) from the impacting site. The force transducer assembly and
the displacement sensors are rigidly mounted together on a biaxial micro-
meter table in order to vary the tube to support relative position. As an
exploratory attempt to measure the wear work rate WJS> the displacement
signals are processed In the microcomputer, together with the impact force
signals according to equation (17). He are fully aware of the defects of
such experimental techniques. In particular, distortion can be expected
between the actual sliding distances and the values inferred from the Kaman
sensors. Significant improvement in Wj S measurement would require the use
of more sensitive and much smaller displacement sensors, directly included
in the tube support. Nevertheless as crude as the present techniques are,
it was felt useful to explore its feasability.

3.2 - Shaker tests

Test series were carried out on a straight cantilevered tube which is
impacting near the free end on a support simulating an antivibration bar.
Geometry of the system is sketched on Fig. 3. Tube parameters are detailed
in Table 1, including the modal quantities required to perform numerical
simulations of the tests. Results presented here refer to shaker tests in
which the tube was excited in the direction of the iopacts, near the free
end of the tube. Harmonic excitation at about the first natural frequency
of the tube was used, rms amplitude varied from 0.4 to 6 N and tube support
gap from 0.1 mm to 1.4 mm were explored. The shaker was connected to the
tube by using a thin rod. This kind of experimental set up leads to consi-
derable dynamic interaction.between the shaker and the tube, especially at
high frequency. This was accepted as an unavoidable drawback, however the
excitation force signal was low pass filtered to minimize the high frequency
noise. Fig. 4 provides an illustrative sample of displacement and impact
force time histories, as displayed on the GOULD recording system. The data
refer to a same gap value of 0.235 mm and to different excitation levels.
Computed time histories referring to the sane test conditions are also shown.
As could easily be expected some différencies were noticed between the
simulated and the actual signals, especially where detailed time profiles of
impact forces are concerned. Nevertheless, provided that averaged quanti-
ties are considered, experiment and computation agree reasonably well with
each other. Discrepancies on rms tube displacement and averaged impact
force Fc were less than 20% and often even less than 10%. Experiment and
computation produced essentially the same duration of an isolated impact
tc = 4 10"^ s. This value was poorly dependent upon the excitation level or
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the gap. Change In such parameters varied the nunber of Individual impacts.
Furthermore the value of T C agrees with equation (7) provided a modal mass
0.17 kg and an impact stiffness 6.8 10° Nm"1 are considered. Fig. 5 is a
log log plot of Fc vs excitation force Fg. On such a plot différencies
between simulated and experimental values are barely detectable. It can be

asing verified that F c Is essentially proportional to F 6 as already pointed in
antj 17,10]. The fact that the proportionality constant Is nearly one is by no
(-J18 neans a general result but merely depends on the peculiarities of the expe-

cjj a rimental set up. In particular, it is noted that the excitation is located
(j to essentially at the same place as the impact site. Tests performed by vary-

I n ing the tube-to-support gap also fully confirmed previous results presented
in [7], as Fc was found to be poorly dependent upon gap value as soon exci-
tation was strong enough.

3.3 - Flow tests

The flexible tube described in Section 3.2 was inserted in the centre of a
rigid bundle tested in uniform air cross-flow, as sketched in Fig. 3. The
bundle is made of 13 x 13 straight tubes, mounted according to a normal
square pattern (reduced pitch 1.5). The tube length is 0.48 m and the
diameter is 25 mm. The tubes are clamped on the lower and on the upper walls
of the test section. The free end of the flexible tube goes through the
upper wall via a circular hole (radial clearance 3 mm). The tube span above
the wall is 12 cm. Preliminary tests were performed at gap flow velocities
V from 15 to 83 m.s , to measure the linear tube response, see Fig.Ç
where tube rms displacement a is plotted against Vg. As emphasized in ref.
Ill] such a response is clearly due to the cross-flow turbulence excitation
nechanism. Tube response is larger in the lift than in the drag direction
by a factor of about 2.5. With the same device as before to limit and
oeasure tube vibration, nonlinear tests were carried out in the tube bundle.
Series of tests were performed for different V with distinct tube to
support gap dimension g, from 0 to 400 um.

To illustrate briefly the results we will consider here the behaviour of a
highly important parameter, namely the wear work rate Wjg. Experimental
determination of Wjg was made according to the method outlined in Section
3.1. The results are presented in Fig. 6. The outlined symbols refer to
the experimental values. W j S is shown to steadily increase with Vg, roughly
according to a power law with index 3, as it could be reasonably expected
from ref. [4]. On the other side, no significant trend is appearant concer-
ning the effect of gap dimension. Most of the scatter observed is likely a
consequence of various experimental difficulties, including data processing.

Xumerical simulation of these tests was carried out, using GERBOISE. Fig. 7
shows a typical XY plot of tube displacement at the impact location. The
computation was performed with the following paraneters: g = 200 \im,
Y = 0.8, u, = 0.1. The tube was excited in the lift and drag directions with
uncorrelated banded white noise signals. Level of excitation was fitted to
the linear tube response at V = 83 m.s .

O

Going back to Fig. 6 full symbols refer to numerical simulation results.
The calculated values generally provide an upperbound for wear work rate
values, except at low flow velocity where minor changes in the parameters of
the simulation can result In major différencies of W 1 S.



As with the experimental results the simulated values show no clear rela-
tionship between gap dimension and \Afear work rate, at least provided
that insufficient impacting occur.--

4. CONCLDSION

Predictive analyses of vibration and wear in PWR steam generator bundles
require the computation of the highly nonlinear dynamics of loosely suppor-
ted tubes. This paper outlines the methods implemented in GERBOISE which
are found to be convenient to perform design oriented analyses of industrial
heat exchangers. Impact-sliding tube-support interaction is modeled as a
localised nonlinearity and dynamical equations are projected on a modal
basis, including beam modes only. The tube motion is solved by using an
explicit time stepping algorithm.

The experimental program briefly described has already provided very
valuable results to validate the computer code. Impact force measuring
assemblies of the kind described here are able to measure the normal contact
forces with an accuracy better than 15%. Significant progress was achieved
in comparison with £7^ as the shaker tests are concerned. The results pre-
sented in Section 3.2 fully confirm the conclusions of O~) and provide
valuable information on impact duration and detailed impact time histories.
Finally, flow-tests In which a tube is excited in the lift and drag direc-
tions by the cross flow turbulence produced quite relevant results as wear-
work rate is concerned. However, further work is still necessary to signi-
ficantly improve the experimental determination of this very Important para-
meter.
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TABLE 1 - CANTILEVERED TUBE

Material
Length
Diameter
Thickness
Ovalisation stiffness

(a) tube

stainless steel
625 mm
25 mra
1.5 mm

8.4 106 N m"1

Material
Length
Diameter

(b) support rod

stainless steel
45 mm
12 mm

Frequency

(Hz)

32.1
263.1
785.1

1,550.4

Modal

Stiffness
N/m

6.9 103

4 105

3.7 106

1.5 107

(c) modal basis

Modal dispi." reduced

(impact location) damping

**

0.9 5 10
0.7 1.5 10'
0.47 4 10
0.25 1.1 10'

-3
-2
-3
-2

* modal displacement at free end is unity.

** reduced damping was obtained by experiment.
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FIg. 3 Experimental set-up for shaker and flow tests
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histories of tube displacement and Impact forces
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FIg. 6 Cross-flow tests



(a) Z-Y tube trajectory at AVB location
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